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Future Class Network (FCN)
Current educational crisis is ubiquitous around the world. While
societies as a whole have undergone the progression from the past
industrial revolution to information technology breakthroughs, our
education system has not been able to catch up with the rate and

When all say
the crisis of education,

result of changes on human beings.
Granted that the current education system remains stagnant, it is
indubitable that individuals and society's ability to survive, compete,
and therefore evolve, will eventually deteriorate significantly, calling
for a universally frightening warning.

We just decided to
make hope

On the other hand, this warning echoes the positive implications of
disrupting education. Once schools begin to provide students with
”ability to survive in the real world” through education revolution,
this will bring about a new cornerstone to our future, jam-packed
with creativity. FCN sheds a light on educational crisis in South Korea
from a global perspective, innovates actionable breakthroughs, and
thereafter presents various global initiatives to paradigm shift in
education to empower the youths.

http://www.futureclass.net
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Our Local Playground

No line, More time

Turning an unused apartment parking lot into
a communal playground.
- Hanul elementary school, Gwangju

Creating a sensor to reduce 12 minutes
of waiting line(queue) for school meals.
- Bugil high school, Cheonan

2015

School Playroom

Keokuro Class Project
Keokuro Class, is the future education solution FCN suggests. It
means collaborative peer learning environment where students
use various learning methods including Flipped Learning. ‘Flipped
Learning’ refers to replacing lecture-based classrooms with studentoriented activities and was established in 2009 by Jon Bergmann and
Aaron Sams, who taught high school science in Colorado.
Our Keokuro Class Project is an advanced model of disruptive
education, specifically catered to Korea’s education system. Keokuro
Class was created by applying principles of various global initiatives
including P21’s “21st Education Framework”, Sugata Mitra’s “SOLE”,
widely renowned for his “Hole in the Wall” experiment, as well as the
unique ways in which Korean teachers communicate and collaborate.
Keokuro Class is so simple in its form and fast in its effect that it was
even referred to “Keokuro Class magic”.

Saving local birds from dying by preventing
them from flying onto glass walls that are
built for blocking noise from highway.

- Bono middle school, Ansan

- Eojin middle school, Sejong

classrooms in Korea reached to 9,796 from 3,091 in just 2 years and
7 months. Since Keokuro Class is almost entirely student-oriented,
its forms vary as the number of teachers who apply Keokuro Class
into their classes. FCN community continues to expand in Korea and
beyond.
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Writing and publishing an e-book
on problem sets and solutions on
various academic subjects made by
students nationwide
- Student Project Network

The World’s Biggest Class Project, as the name indicates,

various global educational philosophies. Currently, the

is a project in which students identify and solve their

project is constantly being developed by a group of

community problems by applying what they learn in

experts in various fields, including software and maker

their classroom. In the wake of a multitude of changes

education.

I feel like I am learning something.
I have never thought this could happen in
school.
- Seungbin Lee, 19
The FCN Learning Lab is the fruit of the whole education innovation
FCN has done. It is, an alternative school model that has never done
before. Keokuro Class Project let student alive in classroom, The
World’s Biggest Class Project led out the learning in class to ability
to solve problems outside of the classroom. The FCN Learning Lab
is not like the other alternative education foundation for public

observed in academic performance among students,
teachers began to think of ways to connect academic

The World’s Biggest Class Project is a process of gaining

learning into real-life skills.

self-esteem from a typical state of teenage torpor.
Students are no longer objects of merely accumulating

Hence, The World’s Biggest Class Project was first

knowledge, but subjects of creating breakthroughs

established with the aim of empowering students to

to real problems. Through this process, students have

utilize their academic knowledge into problem-solving

shown a dramatic growth in satisfaction in life, as well as

skills. It applies core principles of Ashoka’s “changemaker”

motivation in academic learning.

education. It has the form of boarding school, and the curriculum
designed for a year. All classes are following the way of Keokuro
Class Project. It is run by non-year system so whoever wants to
continue their learning can stay. It is unauthorized.
The FCN Learning Lab began on March, 2017. 12 students decided to
be first. And their age gap is quite wide;
from 14 to 19.

and Stanford D-School’s “design thinking”, along with

2016
Safer way to school

Fear-Free Toilet

Put Yellow paint on the crossroad near Intersection close to
school. Keep friends and passers safe from the car accidents.

No one could expect, that fear could be a main
reason of school toilet sanitary problem. Elementary
students figured out that through their survey study,
and change the toilet on by their own

- Gangdong elementary school, Gangneung

In August of 2013, the number of teachers who flipped their

How to SOS

Bird Saver Project

Designing and carpenting an unused
space into a communal play area inside
school.

The
World’s
Biggest
Class
Project

2016

Non-slip Hallway

- Saesaem Elementary School, Cheonan

Lunch Queue Innovation

Every rainy day, the school hallway turned to
dangerous place. All the water and dusts on the way
also caused a few accidents such as fell down. So
the middle and high school students collaborate
together and manufacture the machine.

“How can we make the better lunch time?” This question
was the start. All students were too into the lunch meal, and
sometimes it caused a huge CLUTTER. And students solved
the problem by using safety bar.

- Gao Middle school, Daejeon

- Daegok middle school, Daegu
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